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The Problem

Test Equipment
Rugged and reliable test equipment accompanied 
by full support that can be fully tailored to end user 
requirements

Test equipment is an expensive, yet vital part of the field technicians toolkit.

Often this equipment is brought to the harshest parts of the access network and 
further to this, it can be difficult to use.

In addition to this, there is no one solution for all networks, as modifications must 
be made for different network conditions.
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The Solution

Dexgreen’s complete line of test equipment is designed and manufactured at our 
headquarters in Cork, Ireland, which makes it easy for us to control production 
and customise testing meters to suit your unique needs. 

They can be provided within very short leadtimes (this is a huge competitive 
advantage to have).

We offer comprehensive training, maintenance and repair for all our testing 
equipment. Plus, we’ve developed a fully featured testing app that enables real-
time recording of test results to improve traceability.

HT 1000 - Our flagship test equipment is the HT 1000 TechMate Copper Wire 
Analyzer, which puts the most critical tests and useful features in the palm of 
your hand. Some key features include:

● It is durable, water resistant and built with a 1/4 VGA LCD screen and
powerful backlight, to make testing and troubleshooting easier in any work
environment

● Most of the standard 26 tests launch with the push of a single button,
including our automatic super stress test, which is ten times more sensitive
than standard longitudinal balance testing to let you find imbalances below
the OdB threshold in short wire loops.

● Simplified, easy-to-navigate menus enable faster testing and easier training,
with many functions available via single-screen menus.

● Built-in dual-trace TDR compares good with questionable pairs, locates
faults up to 14.7 km (45,000 ft) from the test leads and offers 12-trace
storage and PC upload.

● Users can configure up to eight series of tests to run automatically, with
auto test, incremental pair test and built-in bulk pair recovery.
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● The integrated USB port lets users download firmware updates and upload
test result data, which is stored in a comma-delimited format on the device.

● Technicians can send and receive frequency spectrum through the VDSL
bank, with a spectrum analyser gives loss readings through the VDSL range
test protocols.

● Optional cards further customise the device, with ADSL2+ and VDSL2 cards, a
VDSL card that allows for CO emulation, and xDSL cards that let technicians
interface with the CO (DSLAM) and measure communication protocols
like speed upstream and downstream, signal to noise ratios and percent
utilisation.

● The HT1000/2-C uses a three- or four-wire setup and pinpoints fault size and
location with simple temperature and cable gage adjustments.

● A mobile app accompanies the meter to give users additional functionality
and productivity.
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Result
By manufacturing the equipment itself, Dexgreen’s test equipment give carriers 
choice as they can be easily configured to unique test requirements cost-
effectively.

Furthermore, the equipment is future-proofed, as increased functionality can easily 
be added to the equipment so it can cope with evolving network requirements.


